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Market snapshot

North American sulphur values rose this week after on new
trade and strengthening global demand.
US acid import values also nominally increased amid tight
supplies and logistics concerns.
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Sulphur, sulphuric acid and DAP price comparison

North American sulphur prices rallied this week as returning
supply flows into Vancouver encouraged increased shipments
to firming global markets.
Meanwhile, US Gulf coast refiners expect increased sulphur production rates as domestic prices climb.
Vancouver prices this week rose to $280-289/t fob, as
stronger demand from Asia and South America supported
higher offers for Canadian tons.
Sulphur shipments in British Columbia have normalized,
with inventories building and shipments from Vancouver
becoming more frequent. Market sources expect multiple
exports in January on strengthening global demand, with
forward price indications in the $300s/t fob.
US Gulf coast values jumped to $286-288/t fob on netbacks from a sale to Brazil at $327/t cfr.
Refiners expect higher throughputs in 2022 as rising
crude prices bolster refining margins and crack spreads.
Sulphur production in 2021 dipped from 2020, reflecting
outages stemming from extreme winter weather in February,
according to the US Geological Survey.
West coast sulphur prices ranged from $280-287/t fob.
Regional refineries reduced crude throughputs as gasoline
stocks rise. But firming global markets continued to influence domestic markets.
The first quarter Tampa molten sulphur contract has
settled between all parties at $282/long tonne (lt) cfr on the
back of firming global markets and tightened supply in the
US Gulf coast.
The new settlement marks a $99/lt increase from the
fourth quarter contract which settled at $183/lt cfr after
Hurricane Ida took regional consumers offline in the US Gulf
coast. The late-August hurricane also knocked out more than
4,000 t/day of production from regional refineries, but production returned to normal much more quickly than demand
in the aftermath of the storm.
International highlights
 Indonesia’s Lygend awarded a tender to buy 40,000t of
granular sulphur priced at $351/t cfr Obi Island for its nickel
leaching plant. The shipment will load during January in the
Middle East.
 Taiwanese private-sector refiner Formosa Petrochemicals
issued a tender to sell 15,000t +/- 10pc on granular sulphur
for 16-20 February loading from Mailiao, closing on 13 January.
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Phosphates
Nola DAP and MAP prices declined this week as seasonally
low near-term demand, exacerbated by affordability-driven
spring consumption concerns, largely limited activity.
DAP barges for 1H February shipment traded at $710/
st and $715/st fob Nola to frame this week’s $710-715/st fob
Nola range, marking a nearly $13/st drop from a week ago.
A March barge traded at $700/st fob Nola later in the week,
while domestic offers at $745/st fob Nola went unanswered
amid scant nearby demand.
No MAP barge sales concluded during the week, though
market price ideas declined in tandem with emerging weakness on DAP and urea, while ongoing spring demand concerns continued to weigh on overall sentiment. An offer at
$750/st fob Nola went unanswered — supporting this week’s
flat $750/st fob Nola assessment — as did an ongoing domestic offer at $765/st fob Nola.
Near-term market sentiment was weak as buyers remained largely absent from the market. Further urea price
depreciation could mitigate overall NPK affordability-driven
demand concerns if continued, but market participants
agreed this week’s drop largely added to overall uncertainty,
disincentivizing purchases. Meanwhile, an influx of imports
in late 2021 could prompt some sellers, especially those facing storage limitations, to discount nearby values.
But long-range market outlooks remain mixed. US DAP
and MAP values hover at an unseasonable discount to key
offshore markets, potentially jeopardizing necessary shipments to Nola if sustained ahead of the spring.
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Sulphuric acid

Feedstock

Bullish expectations for 2022 persisted as tight supply and
strengthened demand buoyed domestic and global markets
this week.
US acid import prices rose to $250-258/t cfr this week as
logistical constraints and continued firmness in sulphur and
acid supported higher values.
Producers repeatedly cited concerns surrounding sulphur
rail shipments and trucked acid to customers amid labor
shortages. Industry employment in November dipped by
14pc from 2019, according to the US Surface Transportation
Board.
Despite logistical concerns, however, market sources
anticipate increased production estimates of sulphuric acid
while diminished imports from tightened overseas sources
remain constricted.

North American oil futures rallied higher this week as rising
demand outpaces supply additions, offsetting the impact of
rapidly rising Covid-19 cases.
The February Nymex light, sweet crude future contact
rose by $4.79/bl to settle at $82.49/bl after rising above
$80/bl for the first time since mid-November.
The EIA on 12 January reported a seventh consecutive
draw from commercial crude inventories, with stocks falling
by more than 4.5mn bl during the week ending 7 January.
Commercial storage has fallen by more than 20.7mn bl over
the past seven weeks, according to the EIA.
The EIA also revised down its crude production forecasted for the US in 2022 by 50,000 b/d to 11.8mn b/d in the
group’s Short-Term Energy Outlook (STEO).
Sour crude futures rallied alongside the light, sweet WTI
contract, with Argus-assessed Mars front-month contract
rising by $4.57/bl to $81.24/bl on a midpoint basis. Western
Canadian Select futures climbed by $3.57/bl to settle at
$68.79/bl on a midpoint basis, the highest since November
2014.
Throughputs to US refineries fell by 294,000 b/d from the
previous week to average 15.57mn b/d during the week ending 7 January, according to the EIA.
Declines reported from the east coast, Gulf coast and
west coast were little offset by limited gains in the Midwest
and Mountains as refinery utilization rates fell by 1.4 percentage points from the previous week.
The largest drops in throughputs came from the west
coast, where crude inputs to refineries fell by 143,000 b/d to
1.93mn b/d, down by nearly 7pc from the previous week and
the lowest since March 2021. Throughputs in the Gulf coast
fell by 141,000 b/d from the previous week to 8.47mn b/d
while crude oil inputs to east coast refineries fell by 48,000
b/d to average 693,000 b/d, down by nearly 6.5pc from the

International highlights
 Brazilian sulphuric acid imports increased by 25pc in 2021
to more than 584,000t, with more than 58pc of imports
originating from Europe.
 Fertilizer producer Petrokimia Gresik issued a purhchase
tender for 50,000t of sulphuric acid for February-March
arrival. The producer last entered the spot market in February 2021 for 18,000t of sulphuric acid for April delivery.

Copper
US grade A copper cathodes premiums were unchanged for
the week on muted activity as cancelled warrants set a onemonth low.
Argus assessed grade A copper cathode premiums at
8.25-8.75¢/lb delivered Midwest, holding for the week as
new year demand has yet to materialize. Weak demand was
attributed to slowed production because of a lack of staffing
from the latest Omicron variant of Covid-19.
Click here for more information.

LLS/Mars USGC crude spread

$/bl

Ethanol
Ethanol prices posted more losses on Wednesday amid bearish supply figures and lower corn futures.
Chicago Rule 11 railcars shipping this week exchanged hands
between 208.5¢/USG and 210¢/USG, falling by 1.25¢/USG to
209.25¢/USG.
Prompt in-tank transfers at Kinder Morgan's Argo terminal
showed little activity. At least two trades surfaced at 211¢/
USG, depressing value by 1.25¢/USG. January anys rose by
0.75¢/USG with trade at 210¢/USG.
Click here for more information.
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previous week.
Gains were limited to the Midwest, where throughputs
rose by 5,000 b/d to nearly 3.9mn b/d, and the Mountains,
where crude oil inputs increased by 33,000 b/d to average
588,000 b/d, nearly 6pc higher on the week.
Canadian refinery runs rose by 1.5pc during the week
ended 4 January, with western Canada leading the climb.
Canadian refiners consumed an average of 1.65mn b/d,
up by 25,000 b/d compared to the prior seven-day period,
according to the Canada Energy Regulator (CER). Runs increased by 133,000 b/d compared to the same week a year
ago.
Western Canada throughputs rose during the week by
22,000 b/d to 616,000 b/d, the highest since early November.
The region's utilization rate climbed by 3.3 points to 90.9pc.
Quebec and eastern Canada also showed gains on the week
with throughputs of 652,000 b/d, up by 8,000 b/d. Utilization
rates rose by 1.1 points to 92.9pc.
Henry Hub day-ahead
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Operations updates
Midcontinent (Padd 2)
The release of a safety valve from a previously frozen line
caused a small fire on 6 January at PBF Energy’s 170,000
b/d refinery in Toledo, Ohio. The refinery reported the fire
and associated flaring event at 8:40pm ET on 6 January, and
the fire was quickly extinguished by refinery personnel, it
said. PBF Energy reported no injuries and continued normal
refinery operations, although it did not identify the process
units involved.
Marathon Petroleum reported an upset involving a fluid
catalytic cracking (FCC) unit on 12 January at its 93,000 b/d
refinery in Canton, Ohio. Flaring associated with the upset
occurred at 11pm ET on 12 January and lasted for an hour,
according to a city regulator.

Gulf coast (Padd 3)
A fault involving a compressor resulted in increased emissions at Valero’s 170,000 b/d refinery in Sunray, Texas. Flaring occurred at 8:43pm ET on 8 January from an unanticipated performance disruption of the compressor, according
to a filing to state environmental quality monitors.
A coker unit upset resulted in increased emissions at ExxonMobil’s 557,000 b/d refinery in Baytown, Texas. Flaring
occurred at 9:16am ET on 11 January when a loading valve
failed to close, according to a filing to state environmental
monitors. Refinery crews manually shut a block valve, and
flaring ended 15 minutes later, according to the filing.
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West coast (Padd 4 and 5)
Chevron reported planned maintenance activities on 9 January at its 275,000 b/d refinery in El Segundo, California.
Flaring associated with maintenance took place at 3:20am
ET on 9 January and lasted for almost 12 hours, according to
a filing to regional air monitors.
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Bank of Kansas City.
Firms in US Central Great Plains states reported that oil
prices need to be on average $73/bl to trigger a substantial
increase in drilling, the survey showed. WTI crude futures
closed today at $78.90/bl in New York.
Click here for more information.

California refiners reduce production: CEC

Industry news
Texas imported less Canadian crude in October
US imports of Canadian crude fell in October by 4pc from
September as the heavy sour price spread between Alberta
and Texas narrowed, but the state remained on pace for a
yearly record.
The US imported 3.63mn b/d of Canadian crude in October, down from the prior month by 152,000 b/d, according
to the Energy Information Administration (EIA). US imports
were up by 6pc from the same month in 2020, when the Covid-19 pandemic had a larger impact on downstream crude
demand.
Click here for more information.

California refiners reduced in-state fuel grade production
across the board on the first week of 2022, as supplies rose
throughout the region.
In-state CARBOB gasoline production for the week ending 7 January, eased lower by around 1.4pc to 912,000 b/d,
the California Energy Commission (CEC) weekly fuels report
showed. Rising imports over the period lifted stockpiles to
5.4mn bl, up by over 6pc on the week.
Click here for more information.

Low rail employment disrupts freight deliveries
Commodity shippers are blaming railroads' lack of crews
for missed deliveries and other service woes, as carriers
struggle to hire new employees.
Shippers have been criticizing service for months. A
utility said it was limiting coal-fired generation because the
railroad serving its plants had failed to deliver a number of
coal trains. An ethanol shipper said its delivery times had
doubled. Another shipper complained that a railroad has not
picked up multiple trains at its facility.
Click here for more information.

Argus Hydrogen and
Future Fuels Service
Transition to Net Zero requires you to
remain fully informed about the policy,
regulatory and technological developments
taking place across the globe. Subscribe
to our service today to better navigate your
energy transition journey.

New pipeline weighs on Canadian crude-by-rail
Canadian crude-by-rail exports fell by 19pc in October from
the month before as more pipeline capacity between Canada
and the US came on line.
Crude-by-rail shippers exported an average of 133,000
b/d in October, down by 36,000 b/d from September, according to the Canada Energy Regulator (CER). This still
represents a 40,000 b/d gain from October 2020 when crude
markets were recovering from the first wave of the Covid-19
pandemic and related lockdowns and restrictions.
Click here for more information.

Energy firms upbeat about future prospects
Expectations for future activity remained upbeat in a fourthquarter survey of energy companies by the Federal Reserve
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